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Article 2

POPE AND DEFOE
Satire and National Regeneration
Alexander Pettit

n the face of it, Alexander Pope and Daniel Defoe had little
in commond Indeed the idea that they had anything in
common at all would no doubt have disturbed both Sir
Robert Walpole's most eloquent opponent, immortalized by The
Dunciad (1727), and his most famous apologist, immortalized in itd
Around 1730, however, both writers were attacking what they saw as
a degenerate upper class, falsely confident in its ability to define
England and Englishness. Pope hit new money for its hostility to
traditional models of national identity, and Defoe assailed old money
for its endorsement of them. But for all that, the self-righteously stupid
England that Pope decries in the Epistle to Burlington (1731) and the
Epistle to Bathurst (1733), poems entreating the nobility to regenerate
public works and national virtue, looks a good deal like the England
that Defoe assails in The Compleat English Gentleman (ca. 1729), a

' My work was funded by the William Andrews Clark Memorial Library, University of
California, Los Angeles; the Henry E. Huntington Library; and the University of North Texas.
I am grateful to Jacqueline Vanhoutte,Kevin Cope, and Joel Reed fortheir assistance with this
essay.
^ For Pope on Defoe, see The DunciadVariorum (1728),1.101-102 and 2.139. All references to
Pope are toThe Twickenham Edition of the Poems of Alexander Pope, ed. John Butt, et al., 11
vols. (London: Methuen; New Haven: Yale University Press: 1939-69). With more panache
than accuracy, Defoe's first biographer remarks that "Vhen De Foe had arrived at sixty-five,
while he was encumbered with a family, and, I fear, pinched with penury. Pope endeavoured,
by repeatedstrokes, to bring his gray hairs with sorrow to the grave"; George Chalmers,The Life
ofDanidDeToe{V79<S),M.
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treatise enjoining the gentry to arrest the erosion of learning and
decency that Defoe believed was vitiating England's best families. In
these works, as in some of Defoe's earlier productions and most of
Pope's later ones, England has been betrayed by its putative guardians.
Satire is the weapon of choice against enemies of this stripe. But
Pope in this period is unsure of satire's ability to engage its enemies. To
Burlinffon and To Bathurst are records of Pope's concerns about the
efficacy of genre and the recuperability of culture—a state of mind
arguably presaged in the ending of The Dunciad, in which Pope shrouds
culture in darkness and so suggests satire's inability to implement the
social programs that it recommends.'
My reading of To Burlinffon and To Bathurst is revisionist.
Howard Weinbrot represents orthodoxy on the matter when he
regards Pope's Epistles to Several Persons (1731-35), including the two
poems that principally concern me, as an Horatian theodicy, an
account of "God's intrusion in the short- and long-range workings of
our lives" and thus a testimonial to culture's buoyancy, informed by
the tangy optimism of Horace. Observing the centrality of Horace to
Pope's Epistles, "Weinbrot notes that "Horatian satire affirms stability
and the triumph of cogent but not haranguing argument between
rational men." The "norms" of the Horatian satirist, he asserts, "are
not only his family's and his own best selves, but the nation's watchful
guardians, whom we often have brought before us so that we may
perceive and share their wisdom."^
Weinbrot's assessment of Horatian satire is unexceptionable.
"Norms" and the attraction to "stability," however, often resonate
differently in Pope's later satires than they do in Horace's work.
Although one could not say as much about the nearly contemporane
ous An Essay on Man (1733-34), Pope in To Burlington and To Bathurst
is troubled by the inability of Horatian "norms" to rectify the topsy
turvy world that satire always targets.

^ See Pat Rogers against "portentous** resk^iags of The Dunciad; AnIntroduction to Pope (London:
MetLuen, 1975), 103-30.
* Howard D. Weinbrot, Alexander Pope and the Traditions of Formal Verse Satire (Princeton:
Princeton University Press, 1982), 179, xii-xiu; more broadly, see 170-200. Weinbrot never
presents Popeas a rote imitator, bisargument posits "a progressof benevolentcannib^ism** (xii)
between Horaceand Pope. The pervasiveness of "optimistrc** readings of Pope's.^^sc/essJiould
be clear from later footnotes to this essay.
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There is nothing odd about this from a literary-historical point of
view. Pope's period, after all, is pivotal in the history of satire, flanked
by the determined classicism of Dryden and the capable good-cheer of
Addison on one side and, on the other, by what Thomas Lockwood
calls "the increasing self-absorption and inwardness" of John Wolcot
("Peter Pindar"), Charles Churchill, and other satirists of the late
century.' But it is perhaps surprising to find the proudly middle-brow
Defoe responding to the cultural and generic pressures that I find
troubling the great champion of the belles-lettres. Nonetheless, Defoe's
adaptation of the conventions of satire in The Compleat English
Gentleman facilitated a social critique that was sympathetic to Pope's
belief in literature as a means of unmasking a corrupt governing class,
but that found utility, as well as rectitude, in such an approach. His
manipulation of Augustan satire suggests that as the opposition to
Walpole was developing its shrill and mythopoetic mode of political
satire, Defoe was casting about for a purely social criticism that had the
affective force of satire but not its political associations, its selfconsciousness, or its self-negating sense that no present could match the
pasts that it habitually imagined. Defoe, rolling up his sleeves where
Pope would gesture toward normative characters like his dedicatees
Lord Burlington and Lord Bathurst, outlined a practical program for
national regeneration even as he employed satire's multicultural
comparisons, its dialogic passages, and its verbal portraits of the
nation's friends and enemies. Unlike Pope, Defoe tries to make satire
accountable to its professedly reformist agenda.
An investigation of these matters should illustrate both the
breadth of the reaction against dominant models of national identity in
the Walpole era and the tendency of genre to circumscribe the terms of
this reaction. More specifically, I mean to suggest that Pope's uneasy
relationship to Horatian norms prevents him from offering credible
alternatives to the viciousness that he saw corrupting the English

* Tkomas Lockwood, Post-Augustan Satire: Charles Churchill and Satirical Poetryt 1750-1800
(Seattle: Universitj^ of WadungtonPress, 1979),8. William C. Dowling finds evidence in Wolcot
and others of the verse epistle's "fall into solipsism" after Pope; The Epistolary Moment: The
Poetics of the Eighteenth-Century Verse Epistle (Princeton: Princeton University^ Press, 1991),
144-45. The question of satire's utility is debated widely in the late 1720s and the 1730s, often
in pamphlets for or against Pope. J. V. Guerinot doesnot catalogue thisline of argument in his
Pamphlet Attacks on Alexander Pt^Cy 1711-1744: A Descriptive Bildiography 0^ondou: Methuen,
1969).
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national character. Defoe's adaptation of satire, on the other hand,
promotes less doctrinaire and more utilitarian alternatives to habits of
thought and action like those abhorred by Pope.'

Pope himself envisioned the Epistles to Several Persons as an exercise "in
Horace's manner." Ultimately, he came to regard them as part of his
"opus magnum^ "a set," Maynard Mack explains, "of four...'ethic'
epistles, loosely, sometimes very loosely, linked to the Essay on Man and
to each other, each addressed to a different and appropriate friend."'
The Horatian influence is clear enough, not only in the poems' themes
(for example, the socially corrosive effect of avarice and prodigality),
but also in certain formal characteristics, most pertinently the' use of
dialogue to develop the relationship between poet and addressee.
Horace keeps his high-born addressees on a short leash, letting them
speak only when what they have to say will bolster his own argument.
In Satire 1.1, typically, he cedes the floor to his patron Maecenas only
briefly and only in order that he himself may correct his superior.'
Horace controls the conversation in order to effect a de jure dialogism
that asserts the primacy of the author's own polemical stance, or his
sense of what might be done to recall Rome to a state of virtue and
productivity.
Pope does something like this in the poems that interest me. His
addressees, like Horace's, get few lines and no good ones: consider the
pie-eyed interrogatives that Pope feeds Bathurst the better to keep his

' See Dowling's belief in "a principle lying at tbe heart of literary Augustamsm, the notion of
poetry as ideological intervention, poems themselves as symbolic acts with enormous
consequences in the domaiu of the real" (The Epistolary Moment, 12).
' Maynard Mack, Alexander Pope: A Life ^ew York: Norton, 1986), 511-12.
* SatiVes«nd^«t/es o/Hbrace,trans. Smith PalmerBovie (Chicago: University of ChicagoPress,
Phoenix Books, 1959), Satire 1.1.101-102. Bovie's system of lineation is elastic; my linereferences are based on other translations. Further references will appear parenthetically in the
text. I have chosen to contrast Pope's Epistles to a satire by Horace rather than an epistle in
order maximally to accent tonaldifferences that would be evident, albeit less dramatically,in a
comparison of Horatianand Popean epistles. Fortonal differences between epistles and satires,
see WeuHbtoX,Alexander Pope, 170-171.
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own disquisition on track.' But Pope's attitude toward his addressees
differs from Horace's, and herein we may begin to detect some faultlines in Pope's "Horatian" verse. For one thing, as Mack points out.
Pope addresses "friends"; I would add that he rarely lets his reader
forget this. "I'll tell a tale," Pope slangily says to Bathurst, from whom
he elicits a chummy if banal "Agreed" (337-38). Compare this to
Horace in Satire 1.1, where the poet condescends to Maecenas, posing
as a "smart teacher" giving "crunchy sweets to children," the better to
help them "learn their letters" (1.1.25-26). Horace will quickly dismiss
this boldness as a jest (1.1.26) and indeed will finally claim that his spry
disquisition on envy has been so much pedantry (1.1.120-121). But we
know that he's being disingenuous, and we're meant to know this.
Horace is taking quite seriously the satirist's role as instructor, using his
chosen medium imaginatively to invert the relationship, but not to
diminish the distance, between himself and his patron. Pope seeks to
obscure this crucial relationship by shrinking the space between himself
and those whom he addresses.
Pope, that is, wants to promote, but can't quite believe in, models
of socio-political consensus that simply don't interest Horace. His
fantasy of union is attraaive, but it leaves no one to convert, no one on
whom to focus satire's suasive force. Oddly, given the Horatian model.
Pope makes his addressees ciphers or yes-men rather than brusque if
misguided (and fond) antagonists. "Dialogue" is an even thinner
pretense in Pope than it is in Horace.
Pope's tendency to shush his characters has thus far been noted
only with respect to gender. Penelope Wilson explains how Pope
silences women in his poems; suitably for her purposes, she does not
examine the means by which he does the same thing to his men.'° The
male dedicatees of To Burlington, To Bathurst, To Cohham (1734), and
An Essay on Man (Lord Bolingbroke, of course) have no more voice

' The Epistles to Several Persons appear (as the Moral Essays) in vol. 3.2 of the Twickenham
edition (ed.F.W.Bateson,1951), 13-151. ForBathurst'sinterrogatives,see roBatj&«r!t,277-78,
283-84. Further references to the Epistles will appear parenthetically in the text.
Penelope Wilson, "Engendeiing the Reader: 'Wit and Poetry and Pope' OnceMore," in The
Enduring Legacy: Alexander Pope Tercentenary Essays, ed. G. S. Rousseau and Pat Rogers
(Cambridge: CambridgeUniversity Press, 1988), 63-76. Wilson hintsat a larger application of
her argument when she observes that "the question of gender ftmctions both as a umquely
problematic area, and as one specific example of the more general power of Pope's satire to
matgmalize opposing ideologies and to reduce them, effectively, to silence" (63).
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than the female dedicatee Patty Blount does in To a Lady (1735). Pope
uses each to express his own ideas, however rooted in convention.
But Pope's rhetorical strategy for dealing with men is not the same
one that he employs with (or perhaps deploys against) women. There
is at least one difference between To a Lady and the other Epistles that
tells us something pertinent about tone and theme in Popean dialogics.
In To a Lady, Pope's logorrhea makes Blount a party to the genderbased hierarchy that the poem endorses, if not as emphatically as some
critics have supposed. In the other verse epistles, however, this same
quality facilitates an illusion of consensus between representatives of
different classes, creating a literary redaction of what Benedict Ander
son calls the "deep, horizontal comradeship" that often characterizes
conceptualizations of nationalism." The one poem assumes equiva
lency of class and negotiates differences of gender, seeking to reinforce
them. The others assume similarity of gender and negotiates differences
of class, seeking to undermine them. By smoothing over the rough
spots of class in To Burlington, To Bathurst, and To Cobham, Pope is
able to approximate the breezy egalitarianism that defines discursive
tone (but not meaning) mToa Lady—z poem "spoken to" a social equal
(and a co-religionist), as the other Epistles are not.
This leveling suits Pope well: by buddying up to his male
dedicatees, he masks his own role in attempting to prescribe ideology
(or policy, more optimistically) to his betters. Dialogism in the "male"
Epistles promotes monoglossia no less than it does in To a Lady. To his
male dedicatees. Pope is saying, "I and you believe this about that; and
the authority of your social status suggests that you, and thus I, are
right." The didactic appeal of these poems is based on the reader's
validation of this accord, or on the extension of "horizontal comrade
ship" to the reader. (The reader of Satire 1.1., by way of contrast, is
likely to regard Maecenas as infantile—a student rather than a colleague,
so to speak.)
By the time he writes the two "dialogues" (Pope's term) of the
Epilogue to the Satires (1738)—in which the poet in propria persona spars
with an imbecilic ministerial lackey, designated in the text as
"F[riend]"—dialogism is as a transparent formal device only. The
message is syllogistic: "He and I disagree"; "He represents non-truth";
" Benedict Anderson, Imagined Communities: Reflections on the Origin and Spread of
Nationalism (London: Verso, 1983), 16.
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thus, "I represent truth." Here discord accommodates didacticism by
showing the reader the venality (and ineptitude) of the adversarius and
thus the integrity (and skill) of the poet. This much, at least, reminds
the reader of Pope's role as formal verse satirist. But the point of much
Horatian satire is that Maecenas is tractable, and the point of much
Popean satire is that the likes of the "Friend" are not. Weinbrot is right
to regard the poem subtitled "Something Like Horace" as "overwhelm
ingly J uvenalian.
In the Epistles, Pope's conversational tone allows him to outline
his vision of national crisis in a relaxed manner with gentlemen who,
unlike the "opposition laureate" himself, stood to influence national
polity, however marginally, by Walpole's heyday in the early 1730s.
Pope attempts to impress upon his addressees the errors of titled or
monied grotesques whose disregard for traditional virtue (moral,
political, aesthetic, horticultural, or what-have-you) threatens the
stability of the nation." In To Bathurst, for example. Pope criticizes the
misplaced nationalistic zeal of old Cotta's son, a devotee of "GEORGE
and LIBERTY" whose "oxen perish in his country's cause," and who
"for his Country's love...sells his Lands" (206-12). In an attempt to
fund false ideals, young Gotta swaps England's traditional measure of
worth (land) for the shakier stuff of modernity (cash or credit). His
sloganeering and his anti-traditionalism make Gotta fils akin to the
pseudo-patriots, long on cant and short on merit, attacked in the
opposition weekly the Craftsman throughout the late 1720s and the
early '30s. His fall is not surprising, nor is the fact that Pope presents
him as an enemy to his—Pope's—own religion and perhaps his own
self. Young Gotta is punished with bankruptcy after engaging in antiGatholic hooliganism in London: he "burns a Pope" (214). By adding
this plainly condemnatory touch to a portrait that at least one critic has
regarded as sympathetic. Pope nudges Bathurst away from the satire's
faux-journalistic sense of the moment ("so-and-so did such-and-such a
bad thing") and toward its ideal realm where wrong action is censured
" Weiubrot, AlexanderPope,im-Km-,see alsoWembrot,/l«g«i««i Caesar in"Augustan"England:
TheDedineofa Classical Norm (Princeton: Princeton University Press), 137-41.
" Writing of tbe Epistles, Laura Brown notesthat Pope is moreimpressed by "the economic role
of therural gentry" than "the contributions of the urban 'Ministers of Industry' that MandeviUe
tends more frequently to cite"; ri/er«M</er
(Oxford: Blachwell, 1985), 113. Ifthe^ist/es
discount the contributions of the latter group, they also suggest that the contributions of the
former are not what they should be.
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rather than rewarded." With nobles behaving nobly—punishing
judiciously, as satirists do—our nation might yet practice virtue
officially, Pope implies.
This same diminution of class-difference allows for a jocularity
that sometimes borders on clubbishness. Cards, trivial, and thus
terribly important in the mock-heroic world of The Rape of the Lock
(1714), now become the prop of the nation's economy, sailing far
beyond the waterways of Windsor when Pope declares quadrille "the
nation's last great trade" (64). And a guinea, speaking "beneath the
Patriot's cloak," introduces Pope's famous ironic encomium on "Blest
paper-credit," the magic carpet of military transport and the invisible
power that facilitates the buying and selling of royalty (65-78). When
we recall the locomotive cheese that has chauffeured the capitalist Sir
Morgan into the poem (49), we realize that Pope has developed a series
of cartoonish images the very "lowness" of which bespeaks a social
equality between poet and dedicatee that, their friendships notwith
standing, did not obtain, but the appearance of which stood to add
credibility to Pope's program for national regeneration. The giddy
athleticism of the passage on "paper-credit" culminates when the poet,
now apparently as confident of his social status as he is of his rhetorical
prowess, addresses Bathurst in a tone that may be friendly and may be
stately but is decidedly not deferential: "...my Lord... / What say you?"
(79-80). This prompts not a substantive response from Bathurst but a
long disquisition from Pope on England's moral decay, punctuated
only occasionally by Bathurst and only then in ways that, sometimes
breathily, encourage the poet to continue (see 277-78, 283-84, 338).
Pope has explained himself to a sympathetic audience, albeit one of his
own construction. The bald presumptuousness of Pope's injunction to
Bathurst—the imperative "Hear then the truth" (161)—may at first
escape notice, so successfully has the poet claimed power and privilege

Diyden's kaadling of Thomas
MacFlecknoe (1682) is afamOiar example of both
modes: Skadwell writes trasK intke liere andnow but pays fordoing so in away tkat real writers
do not, but rirouM. Brown beKevestbat "young Cotta'spunisbmentis presented ratber bitterly
as something of an injustice, an ironic reflection upon tbe nation's gratitude to its patriots"
{Alexander Pope^ 109). Sbe says nntbing of young Cotta's b^otiy, nor does she recognize tbat
tbe word"patriot" (7b Bathursty 216) was oftenused ironically intbe period; indeed, Pope uses
it in this way in To Bathurst^ 65. My reading issupported by tbe fact tbat young Cotta's day in
court is followed by tbe conventional corrective encomium to tbe dedicatee (219-28).
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in a poem that is, after all, a critique of those whose money or title
place them in Bathurst's sphere, not Pope's.
If To Bathurst points up the moral and commercial failures of
England, it also proclaims the hopelessness of the poet's regenerative
fantasies. I have noted the element of mythopoeia in young Cotta's
punishment. Furthermore, Pope buries the normative examples of
Bathurst and the Man of Ross (he who feeds the poor, tends to the sick,
and whom "portion'd maids, [and] apprentic'd orphans bles[s]'' [267])
toward the middle of the poem, leaving them to be subsumed by the
grim and brilliantly compressed conclusion: the portrait of Sir Balaam's
family, a moralist's nightmare of prostitution, extra-marital sex,
venereal disease, dueling, bribery, and irreligion. (Compare this to a
more conventional verse satire like Absalom and Achitophel [1681], in
which the terminal passage records culture's return to normalcy.) The
parallel reference to "The Devil and the King" (401) as the beneficiaries
of Balaam's death defines the scope of the moral contagion by invoking
the sturdy chain-of-being topos, employed more conventionally and
dully in An Essay on Man. And the portrait of Sir Balaam's hypergamous daughter "bear[ing] a Coronet and P-x for life" (392) introduces
a viral metaphor that prefigures (among others) Zola and Ibsen on the
bourgeoisie by suggesting that the disease destroying them may be
beyond the curative powers of literature.
Bathurst's muted presence does nothing to stabilize the poem's
unbalanced world. Pope, acrobatic and sometimes strident earlier in
the poem, retreats in the final stanza, presenting in clipped, reportorial
cadences the noxious particulars of Sir Balaam's life and death and the
elevation of his line. "And sad Sir Balaam curses God and dies" (402)
recalls nothing so much as Matthew Prior's mocking epitaph for his
"Saunt'ring Jack, and Idle Joan": "And so They liv'd; and so They
dy'd." But, as the passages discussed in the previous paragraph suggest,
if Sir Balaam himself dies, his lineage and legacy do not. As in TheDunciad, the poem's ending stresses the continuance and perhaps the
triumph of the values that the poem has opposed.^^

^ This reading contrasts witli tlie work of Weinbrot and Brown, botb of wbom find
"optimism** (Weinbrot's term) intbe ending; see Weinbrot, AleocanderPopey 178-9; and Brown,
Alexander PopCy 114. Tbe ending seems Juvenalian, particularly given Weinbrot's analysis of
Juvenalian satire as "protest[ing] decay rather tban a£finn[ing] growth** [Alexander Popey xiv).
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A sense of defeat is also evident in the Epistle to Burlington, in
which Pope presents both bad architetture and bad horticulture as
exemplary of bad taste. The offenses of the aberrant builders and
gardeners Timon, Virro, Visto, and Sabinus's son are plain enough and
have been noted by numerous critics. By building estates that are
ridiculous to behold and unpleasant to inhabit, they violate the
patrician country-house tradition beloved of Pope as a designer and as
a poet. They are the architects of a new England defined by egotism
and crass acquisitiveness and opposed, imaginatively, by the virtuoso
Burlington.
Timon and his kind endanger the nation in a more concrete way,
too—one that suggests that the confident rehabilitative colonialism of
Windsor-Forest (1713) is now under threat as surely as pretty houses and
perfect quincunxes are. The poem's penultimate stanza includes a
sinuous eight-line interrogative in which Pope wonders where England
will find an upper class capable of building a nation—a colonial one at
that—as well as an estate:
His Father's Acres who enjoys in peace,
Or makes his Neighbours glad, if he encrease;
Whose chearful Tenants bless their yearly toil.
Yet to their Lord owe more than to the soil;
Whose ample Lawns are not asham'd to feed
The milky heifer and deserving steed;
Whose rising Forests, not for pride or show.
But Future Buildings, future Navies grow:
Let his plantations stretch from down to down.
First shade a Country, and then raise a Town. (181-90)
Self-evidently England's multiple Timons do not answer the imploring
"who" that Pope slips into the first line of this passage, nor of course
can they help the poet find an antecedent for the hollow "his" in the
following line. English agriculture and English colonial strength have
been compromised as a result. But what can Burlington do? Pope's
"answer" to the problem of improper land-ownership is a question, and
probably a rhetorical one at that; indeed the commonness of the trope
in elegiac verse suggests its usefulness for conveying feelings of loss.
Laura Brown does not notice the interrogative here and so finds Pope
rallying, not pleading with, "those...whose lands directly support the
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English navy"—apparently a bunch with whom Pope was cozy." To
Brown, the section is a paean to a functional imperialism praised by
Pope and praaiced by the nobility that Pope's friend Burlington
represents. But the lines seem rather to comment on the inability of
the monied classes to function as Pope believes they should. For all the
poet's show of camaraderie with the dedicatee, Pope is unable success
fully to enlist the nobility or the gentry in his regenerative program; he
can only note that support has not yet come and wonder from what
quarter it might be forthcoming. The imperative "You too proceed!"
(191), with which Pope begins his final stanza, is a spectral transition
from meditation to exhortation, since Pope has named no one for
Burlington to succeed.
The fretful equipoise of need and absence continues throughout
the poem's anaphorous conclusion, where Pope exhorts Burlington to
resuscitate national character by promoting "Imperial Works" that are
"worthy Kings" (204)—meaning, as Irvin Ehrenpreis points out, works
that are not actually being undertaken by kings and are thus in need of
champions.^'' But although Burlington has a lovely estate, he is not a
surrogate monarch, for the simple reason that he is without substantial
power. His value, affective or political, inheres in his opposition to
dominant culture, not in his ability to alter it. He is outnumbered by
the poem's pretenders to taste, besieged as Pope himself is in An Epistle
to Dr. Arbuthnot (1735) and, more abstractly. The Dunciad. The swarm
wins in late Pope; hence the horror of the vision. Burlington is an
emblem of ideality, as attractive but as fugitive as "the old days," satire's
favorite character. He is a hail-Mary pass, not a hand-off."
As in To Bathurst, then, a corrective vision of the nation is as
remote as it is important. We find this disjunction again in the Epistle
to Cobham (1734), which Pope concludes by placing the dedicatee on
his deathbed, praying, "Oh, save my Country, Heav'n!" (265).
Fervency, not hopefulness, characterizes the ending. Satire has

"
Alexander Pope,118.
" Irviu Ekrenpreis, Acts of Implication: Suggestion and Covert Meaning in the Works ofDryden,
Swift, Pope, and Austen (Berkeley: University of California Press, 1980), 99. See Weinbrot:
"Burlington provides a norm thatis emulated by those above him. In so doing, theking also is
emulating the providential pattern already seen to be at tvoik in spite of man's bungling"
[Alexander Pope,188).
See Mack on Burlington's "triumphant" conclusion [Alexander Pope, 498); andsee Weinbrot,
in note 15, above.
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confirmed the benign nobility's lack of authority rather than allowing
the poet a medium through which to assert authority "horizontally,"
again to invoke Benedict Anderson.
Pope's satire becomes more claustrophobic as the decade advances,
as though he recognized the fallacy of class-conflation and the essential
solipsism of satire, the genre that most plainly valorizes its author, its
habitual appeals to consensus notwithstanding.^' Pope's Horatian
imitations (1733-40) are characterized on the one hand by the satirist's
increasing sense of the uselessness of his trade and, on the other, by a
more desperate rebellion than even the Epistles offer against the
devaluation of literature in Walpolite England. In the Epilogue to the
Satires, for example, the quest for solution becomes internalized and
thus inert, from a political point of view.^° Here Pope himself, not
Cobham, Bathurst, Burlington, Bolingbroke, or Arbuthnot, emerges
as the counter-example to the apocalyptic description of "Old England's
Genius, rough with many a Scar, / Dragg'd in the Dust!" (1.152-53).
"Yet may this Verse (if such a Verse remain)," Pope concludes, "Show
there was one who held it in disdain" (171-72). The parenthesized
clause is histrionic, and the "one" is nearly hysterical. But these
gestures have meaning.^' By questioning futurity and denying
affiliation, arguably the goal and source of satire's authority, they
indicate the slimness and

Lockwood notes that "beginning with Pope's later satires, and in the period after that, from
Churchill to Byron,the level of self-consdousness about 'Satire'is extremely high**; heproduces
Wolcot's One Thousand Seven Hundred andNinety-Six (1796) as evidence that"in some cases,the
traditional pretensions of satire will themselves become the subject of ironic ciitidsm or even
ndicole'* {Post-AugustanSatire,175-6). Wolcot'stide echoes Pope's ordinal title forthe Epilogue:
One Thousand Seven Hundred and Thirty Ei^t, Dowling considers the Augusun ve^ episde
a hedge against solipsism, if therefore an acknowledgment of it {Jhe Epistolary Moment, 11).
The two dialogues of the Epilogue to the Satires appearin vol. 4 of the Twickenham edition
(ed. John Butt, 1961), 297-327. References will appear parenthetically in the text.
See also dialogue 2: "Are there none,none living.^ let me piaisethe Dead.** (251). Myreading
of the Epilogueseems compatible with that of Weinbrot, who, in his ailment for the Epilogue
as Juvenalian, daims that here "we haidly could be further from the social, corc^ble, or
tolerable and norm-flUed world of competent governors in Horace's satires and epistles, and
even, in varying degrees in Pope's." He adds that in the first dialogue, "Pope attacks [his
enemies] with the courage of despair'*
Pope, 319-20). Weinbrot's argument for the
"Friend** as "the defender and definer of satire** (313) and for Pope as "temporarily corrigible
adversarius** (315) may hint at the broader uncertainty about genre for which I am arguing.
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the pathos of Pope's fantasies of national regeneration.

Throughout his career, Defoe criticized conservative definitions of
gentility. Attacks on the notion of inherent gentility figure in The
True-Bom Englishman (1700), the Review (1704-13), and The Complete
English Tradesman (1726), among other works." In The Compleat
English Gentleman, Defoe adds a hint of pugnaciousness to the smug
celebration of trade and the trading class that he had presented in The
Complete English Tradesman. Throughout the later work, Defoe attacks
a nobility that regards itself as the embodiment of national virtue but
that characteristically declines the responsibility of virtuous behavior.
More specifically, Defoe dwells on what he sees as the nobility's
hostility toward education—the education of eldest sons in particu
lar—and thus their retrogressive effect on a nation where power, in
Defoe's reckoning, is increasingly earned rather than inherited.^'
The treatise melds at least two genres: humanist writing on
conduct and pedagogy and, less obviously, Augustan satire.^^ Defoe
borrows from satire the sense of critical failure among the nation's
leaders, and from the condua-and-pedagogy tradition the belief in
efficacious instruction and thus, in the maintenance of national
integrity. By operating within both genres, Defoe is able to bring
satire's anxieties about class and national leadership into the open and

^ James Sutherland argues that "From The True-Bom Englishman to The Compleat English
Gentleman...Defoe had made many sarcastic observations about the hereditary upper dass; yet
he contiaued to believe in the hereditary principle." When Sutherland adds that for Defoe
hereditary advantage "could largely be nullified by lack of education," he identifies a narrower
circumscription of Defoe's "belief" than he acknowledges; Danid Drfoe: A Critical Study
(Cambridge, Mass: Harvard University Press, 1971), 203-4. Fora discussion of Defoe's"ironic"
addresses to the gentry, see Joel Reed's introduction to Defoe, An Essay upon Literature (1726),
forthcoming in the Augustan Reprint Series (New York: AMS).
" The Compleat Eng^ids Gentleman, unflnidied at the tune of Defoe's death in 1731, has been
published only once (ed.KadBulbring [London: DavidNntt,1890]). Biilbrir^generally follows
Defoe's irregular spelling. I have used Bulbring's edition for this essay; references will appear
parenthetically in the text.
" For The Compleat English Gentleman and conduct books, see Biilbrii^'s "Forewords,"
xxiii-lxxxiii.
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attempt to resolve them in a way unavailable to Pope, drawn as he was
to traditional models of privilege.
For Defoe, an educated upper class—like a "virtuous" one for
Pope—is the one thing necessary to right the nation's wrongs.
Discussing the educated and uneducated nobility, Defoe says.
The difference...of these is evedent, the first have been the
glory of their country, the ornament of the court, the
supports both of prince and people; while the latter have been
the meer outsides of gentlemen, useless in their generacion,
retreated from the State, because uncapable to serv it; born
for themselves, given up to their pleasures, as if they came
into the world for no other end but to continue the race and
hand on the name to posterity. (8)
It is worth noting that coeval uselessness in "generacion" and statesman
ship would also figure in Pope's portrait of Sir Balaam and in other
im^es of malign proliferation that crop up throughout his late work.
But what Defoe really means to do here is establish his affiliation with
a tradition of seventeenth- and eighteenth-century works on pedagogy,
in which, as in satire since antiquity, a balance of praise and blame for
the upper classes is a commonplace means of tempering social
criticism.^^ Whereas Augustan satirists, to adapt a point from Claude
Rawson's recent work, often endeavored to effect a gentility that they
may or may not have had by birth,^^ conduct-writers typically evinced
a respect for gentility that they may or may not have had by inclina
tion.
This is not surprising, considering that many of these works were
written by teachers or clergymen who depended upon the upper classes
for their incomes. But tone is not therefore simple. Writers on these
" clement Ellis's The Gentile Sinner (1668), half of which is devoted to railing against thewrong
sort of nobility and half to praising the right sort, exemplifies the piaise/blame topos. Some
works on conduct assail the ruling classes more strongly even than most satire does; see, for
example, RichardBrathwait[e], TheEnglish Gentleman (1630);RichardAllestree,TheGentlemans
Calling (1660); Abel Boyer, The English Theophrastus (1702); and William DarreH, A Gentleman
Instructed in the Condua of a Virtuous and Happy Ufe 1^704). The definitive modem discussion
of praise and blame in satire is Weinbrot, The Formal Strain: Studies inAugustan Imitation artd
Satire (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1969), esp. 59-75.
" See Claude Rawson, Satire and Sentiment 1660-1S30 (Cambridge: Cambridge University
Press, 1994), 3-129.
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subjects were actually in a tenuous position with respect to class, since
implicit in the idea of such treatises is the belief that something that
ought to be done is not being done, and that one's employers represent
the offending portion of society. So "respect" in these works is often
qualified or even subverted. When the clergyman Richard Allestree, in
a book hostile to the nobility, says, '"Tis a rich and fertile soyle
wherein these men are planted, such as hath a natural aptitude and
vigor to produce the most excellent fruits," we recognize the winking
nod to one's betters that is a formal characteristic of a variety of genres,
including formal verse satire.^' This is not too far from calling Walpole
a "great man," as opposition satirists did throughout the 1730s.
Defoe did not write The Compleat English Gentleman for a patron,
so he may have been more inclined than most conduct-writers to
exploit the satiric potential of his material, although generic experimen
tation came easily enough to him anyhow. Or maybe Defoe, a learned
person (as any good satirist is) but not a pedant (as most early modern
pedagogical theorists were), simply relished as satirists do the opportu
nity to demonstrate erudition as well as knowledge.
Whatever the reason, Defoe was not reluctant to borrow from the
satirist's arsenal. For example, the multicultural comparisons of
satire—the habit of talking about England by talking around Eng
land—are for Defoe, as they are for Pope, occasions to demonstrate
one's intellectual breadth and so to fortify one's ethos. The Compleat
English Gentleman, in this respect typical of Defoe but not of other
conduct-writers, is full of non-pejorative observations about other
countries and cultures, aimed pejoratively at England and the English.
Early in the book, Defoe contrasts the genetically ungenteel Peter the
Great, with his "unwearied...applicacion to encrease his knowledge"
(36), to English gentlemen who "think, that to be a good sportsman is
the perfeccion of education" (38). Later, he concludes a series of
remarks on Spain, Italy, Mexico, and Peru by saying that "the volun
tary and affeaed stupidity and ignorance" of the English nobility make
them "the scoff and contempt of their inferiours even in the same
country, as well as of their equalls in all the neighbouring countryes
that know them" (63). This is the sort of comparative sting endemic to
satires like the second dialogue of Pope's Epilogue to the Satires, in which

Allestree, The Gentlemans Calling,158.
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the opposition M.P.'s William Pulteney and the Earl of Chesterfield
possess a "Roman Spirit" lacking in Walpole's apologists (85), and in
which the poet, trying to pose as the Homeric (and incidentally protoYeatsian) chronicler of national achievement, can find no living
"Britons," qua "Britons," at least, to celebrate (250).
There is a difference between Defoe's comparisons and Pope's,
however. Like Matthew, Arnold in the next century, Defoe generally
praised living cultures in the interest of prodding England toward
greater glory. In Augustan satire, on the other hand, only the past
properly comments on the present: Pope's Rome is a temporal
phenomenon rather than a geographical one. Even as Defoe demon
strates a thematic sympathy to Popean satire (Defoe's England, like
Pope's, lacks an "official" paragon), he expresses an attitudinal differ
ence from it (Pope's points of contrast are distant; Defoe's are not).
Pope's paragons must lack the immediacy of Defoe's if they are to
convey the poet's sense of national and generic crisis. The affective and
emblematic value of the Man of Ross in To Bathurst, the poet's parents
in An Epistle to Dr. Arbuthnot, and Ralph Allen in the first dialogue of
the Epilogue to the Satires resides in their distance, as well as their
difference, from the culture that Pope criticizes. Pope's couplet on
Allen captures the essence of the point: "Let humble ALLEN, with an
aukward Shame, / Do good by stealth, and blush to find it Fame"
(135-6). These characters announce the twilight, not the dawn, of a
better day. But for Defoe, propinquitous correctives build a better
nation.
Defoe's use of dialogue in The Compleat English Gentleman demon
strates a further affinity with formal verse satire. Pope's included, both
by anticipating the dialogic structure of the Epistles to Several Persons
and the Epilogue to the Satires and by providing a medium for the verbal
portraits of those who do and do not share the writer's concerns about
the nation. Pope's and Defoe's dialogues and portraits, however, differ
in ways that again stress Pope's sense of inexorable decay and Defoe's
commitment to regeneration. Another glance back at Pope should firm
up the contrast. In the Epistles, Pope tells his dedicatees about the
myriad of fools vitiating the nation. By showing that he has a
sympathetic (and noble) ear for his thoughts on (for instance) Timon
and Sir Balaam, the poet is able to suggest that he has formed an alliance
against the values represented by Timon and Sir Balaam. The depressed
tone of these poems, as I have suggested, comes in part from the
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abundance of negative portraiture and the paucity of correctives, or, to
recast the point for the present purpose, from the inability of the
alliance to contain the energies of those portrayed negatively or to
disseminate the energies of those portrayed positively. In the Epilogue
to the Satires, Pope attempts a greater degree of control over his
characters by reducing the scope of his portraiture. When in the
second dialogue he calls attention to his relationships with Pulteney
and other worthies (74-93), he is casting his norms as versions of
himself rather than of his dedicatees, as he had done in the Epistles.
And by accenting throughout the first dialogue the relation of his
opponent—the ministerial "Friend"—to other courtiers, he makes all
his negative portraits types of the adversarius. The qualities that make
the "Friend" detestable—stupidity and venality—are qualities that the
poem tries to contain by virtue of the poet's evident lack of stupidity
and professed lack of venality.
Pope reduces the battle about national direction to a rhetorical
squabble that he cannot lose. But in order to effect this diminution, he
has cut himself adrift from the broad alliances of the Epistles. Virtue
triumphs over vice, as it does not in the earlier poems. But virtue's
representative—Pope—triumphs alone, rendering viaory problematic.
As I have noted, both dialogues end with flourishes of moral and
rhetorical grandeur that stress the poet's isolation.
An efficacious strain of satire, rather than a purely didaaic or
affective one, would afford the satirist a maximum of control over his
portraits and yet not allow him to be subsumed by ego and solipsism
and thus to advertise what I have been arguing is late Popean satire's
sense of its own inadequacy. The Compleat English Gentleman does this.
As in the Epistles, Defoe seeks allies. As in the Epilogue to the Satires, the
portraitist's subjects are dialogists. But Defoe's alliances, unlike Pope's,
are both plastic and effective. The people whom he engages in dialogue
are either susceptible to reformation, like the gentleman who under
takes a course of study after resolving "that [he] might no more pass for
a blockhead in company" (204), or laughably resistant to it, like the
elder son, trounced in argument by his younger brother, who declares,
"I wouldn't giv you my fox-hounds for all your vast colleccion of
books, tho' my father was to give you his library to joyn with 'em"
(57). An unregenerate nobility becomes anachronistic (and silly), not
portentous.
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More constructively, the reformed dialogists join the community
that will vanquish error—the antithesis of Pope's use of the "swarm"
topos. Defoe's characters can be exemplars of his reformative proposal
rather than just obstacles to it or witnesses of it. In the extravagant
fantasies of class-inversion that help define theme in The Compleat
English Gentleman, Defoe has "his" aberrant gentlemen first confess
their failure to embody a wholesome nationalism and then profess, and
demonstrate, their desire for improvement. In this way Defoe renders
satire's rigid categories permeable, encouraging conversions that violate
the adversarial structures of satire while they reify satire's impulse
toward correction. Satire, like gangster movies, needs bad guys. Pope's
Sporus might live broken. But he will never reform; and, unlike
Cagney's Rocky, he will never die yellow. Who, then, would remain
to remind us of the superiority of the satirist? (Consider again the
durability of Sir Balaam's family.) Defoe's alternative, rehabilitation,
is as unsatiric as it is uncinematic.
Taken in sequence, the four dialogues in The Compleat English
Gentleman demonstrate a tightening of authorial control and a
strengthening of the author's regenerative program. The first dialog
ists, the older and younger brother, act out a comic skit in which right
and wrong are as evident and inflexible as they are in Popean satire, if,
significantly, more palatable to middle-brow readers. When the elder
brother declares that "nothing can be a gentleman but the son of a
gentleman" (46), he comes down squarely on the wrong side of a debate
that men of his stamp had been losing at least since the sixteenth
century;^^ we are not surprised to find him bested rhetorically as surely
as Pope's "Friend" will be in the Epilogue to the Satires. But Defoe
mitigates the seriousness of the conduct-tradition by placing his
principals in a tavern and interrupting their speech when they descend
nearly to swordplay. The effect is something like what John Gay
achieves with Peachum in The Beggar's Opera (1727) or Henry Fielding
achieves with the hero of Jonathan Wild (1743): high-handed characters
in low settings are funny, so they engage readers all the more easily.

See, for example, Institucion of a Gentleman (1568), and Giovanni Battista Nenna, Nennio
(1542, trans.1595). Even Henry Peacham, rare forendorsing a definition of **Nohility^ based on
^Race orLin[e]age,**allows tbatnobility comprises "Action'*thatis"beneficialandvsefullto [the
nobleman's] Country"; The Compleat Gentleman (1622), 2d ed. (1642), 2-3.
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The similarities to the theater are significant, as perhaps is the faa
that Pope seems never to have capitalized on the "low" performative
implication of dialogic speech. By dusting off the "booby squire" type
familiar to play-goers, having him speak in dialogue, and inserting
stagey asides like "he took up a chaplain's scarf and gave it a twirle into
his face" (46), Defoe sugar-coats his didacticism, allowing his reader an
easy point of access to the problem that will concern him throughout
the treatise.^' Several hundred years of conduct-writing and a good bit
of drama says that the elder brother is not fit to represent the nation.
Only the elder brother himself disagrees. This may not be more
impressive than the classical ethos that Pope musters in his derogatory
portraits of the gentry, but it is a good deal more accessible,' which
matters in didactic writing, as Pope's friend "M. B. Drapier" knew,
even if Pope did not.
The second and third dialogues present gentlemen conscious of
their inadequacies and moving imperfectly toward reformation. In the
second dialogue, a "friend" goads an illiterate gentleman toward literacy
but not to it. Like the elder son in the first dialogue, the gentleman has
an educated younger brother. But, unlike the earlier character, he
recognizes what is shameful about the ignorance that prevents him
from participating in national polity. "My father," he says, "divided his
bounty betwen his two sons, gave my brother Jack the brains, and me
the estate" (129). When his friend asks him to clarify this observation,
he continues:
I tell you he bred Jack to be a schollar and a man of sence,
sent him to Winchester School and from thence to Oxford,
and now he is as bright a fellow as most in the country; he's
fit for the Court or the State or the camp or any thing; and

^ Paul Dottiii believes that Defoe's "eruditioii inutilealong with bis ejqsanaive approach to
revision, "rend si indigeste lalecture AuParfait Gentleman Anglaii*\h.e adds, "Par bonheur, des
dhilogues alertes et des petites anecdotes viennent souvent rompre la monotonie des loi^ues
dissertations'*; Daniel Defoe et Ses Romans ^aiis: Presses Universitaires de France, 1924), 278.
Dottin's translatortakes his food-metaphor and runswith it (soto speak) when she refers to the
"somewhatindigestible experience** of readii^ The Compleat English Gentleman^ Louise Ragan,
trans., Dottin, The Life and Strange and Surprising Adventures of Daniel Defoe ^ew Yoik:
Macaulay, 1929), 257.
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for me, he left me to be brought up to nothing, that is say, to
be a...gentleman. (129)'°

Both dialogists concur in blaming the gentleman's father for the
son's fatuoxisness; indeed, Defoe takes this tack, common in early
works on conduct and pedagogy, throughout The Compleat English
Gentleman?^ Rectification, too, is a generational concern. Although
too dispirited to educate himself, the gentleman vows not to sacrifice
the next generation, thereby bringing himself into line with Defoe's
thesis: "I have but one boy yet...but if I have twenty I'll make them all
schollars if I can" (136). He then acts on his friend's suggestion to
purchase books in order that his son may read them, although he
himself cannot. In so doing, he anticipates Timon in To Burlin^on,
who stocks a library with "books" (wooden blocks, actually) that have
for him only ornamental value. But the gentleman's library is a site of
optimism; Timon's lumberyard, obviously, is not. And the fantasy of
generational improvement inverts the pessimism of To Bathurst, in
which Sir Balaam's syphilitic daughter is the only repository of transgenerational "values."
Defoe writes himself into the third dialogue, essentially an
amplification of the second but notable for the manner in which
Defoe's partner in conversation, a nobleman of "an antient English
family" (153), admits the wisdom of Defoe's arguments for gentility-asmerit and thereby moves the debate closer to the inter-class consensus
also sought by Pope (Anderson's "horizontal comradeship" again). "I
must have some further discourse with you upon this subjea," Defoe's
suddenly ductile pupil says, "for I am resolved...not to liv and dye a
blockhead all my dayes. Is there nothing to be learn't after a man is 40
years old?" (170). The dialogue ends without Defoe answering the
question; given the evidence of the earlier dialogues, we suspect that he
means to say no. But this turns out not to be the case. Defoe's final
dialogue features a gentleman born to ignorance but ultimately

" Tte ellipses appear in Defoe's manuscript.
" See Defoe in iteweui 2.38 (31 May 1705; ipt. 1705, 1938): "I think I owe this Justice to my
Ancient Father, yet Living, and in whose Behalf I freely Testifie[,] that if I am a Blockhead, it
was noBodies Fault by my own; he having spar'dnothing in my Educarion" (149-50). For an
earlier argument that parental neglect is an explanation but not an excmse for ignorance, see
Allestree, The Gendemans Calling, 52-3.
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committed to learning. Through him, Defoe dramatizes his belief in a
national regeneration led by the upper classes.
"Our gentry are not what we call born fools," Defoe avers as he
introduces the dialogue; "There may be some natural incapascitys, but
that is not the national defect" (186). Rather, the nation stands to
benefit from the regeneration of the upper classes as surely as it stands
to suffer from their ignorance. Defoe lists the prerequisites:
The first thing to be enquir'd into in this case is this: is
the gentleman sencible of his defficiency? Is he wise enough
to kno' he is ignorant, or is he weak enough to think himself
wise when he is really otherwise? In a word, is he a Czar of
Muscovy [i.e., Peter the Great]? Is he humble enough to be
taught and sencible enough of his want of learning to desire
to learn.
Here indeed lyes the whole weight of the case. If the
man...is not sencible of his weakness, his being unquallifyed
for the company of men of sence, unfit for publick appear
ance or public employment, or to serv his country or his
family...'tis to no purpose to meddle with him, or so much
as talk to him of it....
On the other hand, if he is sencible of what other men
have that he wants, and abov all, that it is not too late to
recover the loss...let him not repine at his not being a schollar
and not being well educated. He shall yet be a man of
learning in spite of all the time lost.... (187)
Defoe's gentleman is in fact a "Czar of Muscovy"—Defoe tells him so
directly (193). He is therefore able to become a "compleat English
gentleman," the amalgam of native blood and native brains that Defoe
has been extolling, hypothetically up to this point. And unlike the
elder son in the first dialogue, and unlike Pope's grotesques, the
gentlemen is contrite, which is important to the proto-twelve-stepper
(and Puritan) Defoe, who, as Moll Flanders (1722) and Roxana (1724)
suggest, regarded the acknowledgment of error as a prerequisite for
advancement, material or spiritual.
The gentleman completes a four-and-a-half year program of
education, "during which time he studyed so hard and with such
applicacion...that in short he might be said to master the sciences"
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(207).'^ As Moll's reformation allows her a position of eminence in her
new community, so the gentleman's validates his eminent position in
his old one. By confessing and emending his faults, Defoe's gentleman
becomes an exemplar of hospitality and social grace of the sort that
Pope im^ines in mythopoetic, crepuscular, or simply disempowered
characters like Bathurst, Burlington, the Man of Ross, or his own
family. Like Bathurst and Burlington, the gentleman is concerned with
building usefully, as we see in his erection not only of a library for his
family but of a furnished "appartment" for his tutor, the tutor's wife,
and their servant (213). The tutor is fed and salaried at £100 yearly.
The suffusive social decency to which Pope exhorts Burlington and that
he recalls in the Man of Ross is enacted simply and efficiently. Defoe
stresses the gentleman's exemplary value to "those gentlemen who have
had the misfortune of being neglected when they were young" (213).
Nothing suggests that Defoe's normative examples in The
Compleat English Gentleman are imperilled, as Pope's are in his late
satires. This is partly due to the (unsatiric) specificity of Defoe's
pedagogical program and its putative ease of implementation. The key
to the gentleman's regeneration is his rejection of what Defoe sees as
the cumbersome baggage of a classical education and his embracing of
English works or English translations of classical ones.''
No doubt poking at a sore spot in many of his readers, Defoe
"applaud[s]" the French for "hav[ing] made allmost all the learned
labours of the Antients their own by translateing them into their own
language" (209). The gentleman's tutor is also his translator; in this he
is both a reminder of what England has not been doing and what
England should do. The dialogue suggests that the success of Defoe's
pedagogical program depends on more such "builders" of trans-national
and trans-historical literature, the analogues of public-spirited Popean
heroes-manquees like Burlington. By rushing in where Augustans
" TkeradicalnessofDefoe'sbeliefmadtdteducationiseasytoimss, Forthe commonargument
for youth as "the most proper Season to make the first and most lasting Impressions, whether
as tothe Affairs of anotherLife, or this,** see Robert Newton, Religion and Learning: The Happy
Effects of an Early Education (1702), 6-7.
Defoe was unusual but not unique in de-emphasizing the Importance of the dassicdi languages.
For an earlier argument sympathetic to Defoe's, see Richard Mulcaster,Pos/f low (1581), e.g., 3.
Such arguments became more plentiful later in the eighteenth century; see, e.g., Thomas
Sheridan, British Education (1756), 217-25;Sheridan, d Plan of Education for the Young Nohility
and Gentry of Great Britain (1769), 16-17,41-45; andjohn Ash, Sentimentson Education (1777),
13-14.
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feared to tread (French culture), Defoe breaks down barriers of
"Englishness" that Pope would fortify.
Defoe's hero ultimately shows "all our gentlemen who are, as
many pretend to be, sencible of the defects of their education" that they
too "may soon let the world see that a gentleman may be a schollar
without Greek or Latin" (208). The reference to "the world" is not a
linguistic affectation. Defoe's Anglophonic program is exhaustively
multicultural: an English gentleman, cast in the mold of a Russian czar,
benefits from a system of education encouraged by French publishing.
In this way he comes to embody a global culture antithetical to the
England of Defoe's boobyish elder brother and Pope's Sir Balaam.
Defoe has disavowed the xenophobia of at least Juvenalian satire along
with the broader classical heritage of Augustan satire. But he has also
suggested that the goals of satire can be realized rather than merely
rehearsed. Imaginatively, at least, an enlightened upper class has
acknowledged its lack of qualification for national leadership and
embraced the corrective ideals of didactic literature. Literature is
simultaneously validated and transcended; Defoe's "compleat gentle
men" are citizens, not intellectuals in any traditional sense. Perhaps for
Pope, as for Yeats in "Easter 1916" and "Sailing to Byzantium," such a
triumph was not worth such a diminution. It was for Defoe, however.
And he adapted the forms of satire, while discarding its attitudes, when
he wanted to say so.

